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Agenda Editors Talk: 
Hello everybody! This is the third edition of 
the monthly MGI newsletter!  So we are 
entering period 2 and 2nd year thesis work is 
in full flow or full stand still depending who you 
talk to. The 1st years are next door in Remote 
Sensing and Geotools and if everything is 
going well they will be enjoying three day 
weekends.. Look forward to GeoBuzz people 
and enjoy the Autumn colours. 

ID in a Week – A Kadastre 
Opportunity 
 
The Dutch company Kadastre in 
conjunction with SAGEO and ESRI  
are organising an event called ID in 
a Week. The course will provide 
interested students with the 
opportunity to solve a theoretical 
geo-problem over three days while 
learning new techniques and 
methods. The language of the task 
is Dutch have a look at the 
attachment if interested.  More 
information: 
 
http://www.kadaster.nl/web/en
glish.htm . 

GeoBuzz Conference 2015 |  A message from 
Willy ten Haaf   

There will be some geo-buzzing the 24th and 25th of November 
2015 in congress centre 1931 in ‘s Hertogenbosch. The first 
GeoBuzz was organized last year and attracted 2100 visitors. 
The focus point will be the exhibition. Besides an education 
square and geo-meeting square, there will be a AGRI-, 
ENERGY and BIM-square. There will be a lot of presentations 
and workshops about hot topics in the field. All in all a good 
opportunity to explore your career options. And maybe find an 
interesting company for your internship or thesis. On the 25th of 
November a 'student day' is organised where students can visit 
at a reduced rate (€10).  Sign up here 

Fall Geo - photo competition 
Hey all Autumn or Herst in Dutch is here and the 

it is looking great. So to celebrate and because 

its simply fun. We have decided to hold a fall 

photo competition. Send in your best Autumn 

photo from this season and you can win a six 

pack of Herfst Bok Bier (non-alcoholic prize also 

available). 

 

However we are MGI so submissions need to 

include the geolocation of where you took the 

photo. Any format is acceptable as long as 

someone else can find the place again.  

 

All can enter from students to lecturers. The 

winners photo will be featured in next months 

newsletter. The winner will be selected by a 

panel of special judges. 
 
Send submissions to roeland.dekoning@wur.nl 

Den Haag and MGI: 
 
In October a group of MGI students 
took part in a trip to Den Haag so as to 
study the geo-political organisation of 
the city with respect to city planning 
and the locational attributes and 
placement of embassies within major 
cities. The outcome was a rousing 
success with the investigation proving 
that yes embassies do have specific 
locational focusses in mind and also 
unsurprisingly very hard to open 
doors.    
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